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Report to: SERVICE TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE 

Date: 30 MARCH 2016 

Report By: DCO CLARK 

 

Subject: SERVICE TRANSFORMATION  PROGRAMME DELIVERY 

 

1 PURPOSE 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the Service Transformation Committee (STC) 

with an overview of progress towards programme and project delivery during the 

period 16th October 2015 to 28th January 2016 highlighting any areas which may 

require attention. 

 

2       RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 The STC is asked to consider the progress of the programme with a focus on the 

following areas: 

 The project that is in the process of being removed from the programme. 

 The six projects highlighting red for either time or resources. 

 The holistic programme status for time and resources. 

 The three projects that are in the process of changing their scope. 

 The delivery of the Joint Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Blueprint 

components. 

 

3 KEY POINTS 

3.1 The balance between delivering business as usual activities and maintaining 

project momentum continues to be a challenge faced by the SFRS during the last 

reporting quarter. The programme has 31 projects remaining to be completed, 

three of which are coming forward for closure in paper 7. In addition to this, SA 

2.2.1.1 National Training Facilities has been approved by the programme board 

to progress for consideration to be removed from the programme. This project 

was not planned to commence until 2017-18, at which point the transformation 

programme will have closed. The business case for this project was predicated on 

Cambuslang being the national training establishment and the SFRS 



 

 
 

headquarters building being located elsewhere. With the Cambuslang campus 

now requiring to have a dual role, and the SFRS experiencing a lower than 

anticipated capital allocation, there is a requirement to reconsider the business 

case.  

 

3.2 The six projects reporting red are as follows: 

 SA 2.1.5 Operational Intelligence for delay to time and amber for 

resources. This is primarily due to a significant underestimation of the 

resource commitment required to deliver this project. The project was 

originally planned to be completed by June 2015. The director of 

response and resilience has re-invigorated the project and appointed 

Alister Carson as the new project manager. The director also provided a 

project update at the February workshop and a progress update will be  

provided at the public meeting.  

 SA 2.1.9 Voluntary Rescue Database is reporting red for time. The loss 

of the ICT business analyst to the project has been the primary reason 

for the delay. The project has now reduced its ambition and will deliver an 

interim solution that is planned to be developed by the end of the 

financial year. Further work and testing is required at that point. The 

project sought an extension of time to September 2016 for the interim 

solution. The request for an extension of time was reduced by the 

programme board until June 2016. The programme manager will be 

reviewing the system on the 4th April. 

 SA 2.1.10 Emergency Cover Review interim report has been 

completed. Following due consideration of this report it has been 

determined that further scoping work is required to provide a more 

holistic assessment. This assessment will include current operational 

requirements and the potential for future service design. This project will 

be subject to a presentation to the Fire Board in April. 

 SA 2.2.1.3 Vehicle and Equipment Workshops is reporting red for 

costs. The original budget set aside was £3.6 million. The new estimated 

cost is £4.2 million due to increased building costs. It is hoped that these 

costs can be reduced closer to the original estimate as the plans are 

finalised. The SRO has requested a financial update to ensure costs are 

being effectively controlled. Costs associated with the strategic intent 

programme of works holistically remains within budget. 

 SA 4.2.2 Revised Leadership, Management and Continuous 



 

 
 

Development Framework is reporting red for resources and amber for 

time. This project is currently under resourced and is awaiting the 

appointment of a Leadership and Skills Development Manager and 

Corporate Skills Development staff. It is envisaged that appointments for 

the above roles will be made this quarter. 

 SA 4.5.1 HR/ Payroll project is reporting red for resources and amber 

for time. The concern is around the training scheduler and itrent 

interfacing, as well as the transfer of training record data before the 

project is due to close at the end of March. Work is underway to mitigate 

this risk with the directors of People and Organisational Development and 

Finance and Contractual working to seek a solution. The outcome of this 

work will be reported at the next meeting. 

   

3.3 The holistic programme assessment notes the ongoing link between time and 

resources as displayed in the pie charts below. In relation to time, there has 

been an increased confidence this quarter. The red slippage to time is contained 

to projects that are under the operational delivery workstream. This is primarily 

due to a requirement to improve the quality of product being delivered.  

 

  

 

3.4 The reporting of resources for delivery has seen an overall improvement in 

confidence levels from project managers. The percentage reporting a red status 

has reduced, with only two projects reporting red for resources, as indicated 

below. However, the holistic assessment of project reporting would indicate that 

the availability of ICT resources remains a concern for the programme. This 

assessment is reflected in more detail in the programme risk register. 
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3.5 The expectation of the number of projects that will be completed before 

programme closure has seen a marginal decrease in confidence levels (appendix 

A). At this stage of the programme lifecycle the predication is that 15 projects will 

be not be concluded. Ten of these projects were always planned to be completed 

after the 31st March 2016.  

 

3.6 Two of the projects associated with the strategic intent have sought approval from 

the programme board to change their project scope, as is one from the managing 

people well workstream: 

 SA 2.2.1.3 Vehicle and Equipment Workshops has two remaining 

elements to be delivered; a new workshop in Dundee by the end of 2016 

and one for the West by 2020. Due to the uncertainty around current and 

future capital funding the strategic intent programme is seeking to remove 

the west workshop from the transformation programme. The west workshop 

will be re-visited at a future time when funding outcomes are more stable. 

  SA 2.2.1.7 Property Asset Disposal is seeking to remove the sale of 

Cowcaddens fire station from the project. This is due to two primary factors. 

The west vehicle workshop is required to remain in situ due to the capital 

constraints highlighted above. Furthermore, with the outcomes of the 

emergency cover review not yet clear the fire station is also required to 

remain in its current location. On this basis the capital receipt that could be 

expected for the site is reduced to such an extent that it is unlikely to be 

best value to place it up for sale. 

 SA 4.1.3 Pay and Reward Strategy: This project is reporting red for time 

against the employee benefits scheme workstream element of this project. 

The project manager sought  to have this element removed from the scope 

of this project for the following reasons:  
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 Limited capacity to undertake this work. 

 The Scottish Government will be developing an employee benefit 

framework later this year and this will be used as a basis for the SFRS 

version. 

 The uniformed terms and conditions negotiations that are not yet 

concluded are fundamental to establishing an employee benefits 

scheme. 

 

3.7 Progress towards the 37 Joint Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Blueprint 

components continues.  The programme has 11 components remaining to be 

delivered. Evidence of delivery to mainstream equality and diversity is being 

presented in paper 7. Analysis of the 10 remaining components, as noted in 

appendix B suggests that it can reasonably be predicated that two further 

components may be delivered before programme closure this summer: 

 The SFRS has clear people policies in place to ensure they continue as an 

employer of choice.(17) 

 SFRS employees have clear agreed terms and conditions and access to all 

relevant workforce information. (30) 

 

3.8 Of the remaining eight components, number 35 may still be possible to close if 

suitable and sufficient resources are committed to SA 2.1.9 Voluntary Rescue 

Database project. 

 

4 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

4.1 There are no financial implications directly identified with the production of this report. 

 

5 EMPLOYEE IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 No employee implications are directly identified with the production of the report. 

 
Prepared by Frank Clayton 
Service Transformation Programme Manager  
22 March 2016 
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Expected to close  

Workstream Ref Title Original 
Date 

Current 
Date 

Time Resource 

Community Safety SA1.1.5 P&P Strategic Assessment Mar 16 Mar 16   

Operations SA2.1.8 New Watch Duty System Ph1 Mar 16 Mar 16   

SA2.1.12 RVDS Consolidation Dec 15 Closing   

SA2.1.13 RVDS Futures Mar 16 Closing   

Asset Management SA 2.2.1.1 National training Facilities Closing Closing   

SA2.2.1.6 National HQ Mar 17 June 16   

Managing People Well SA4.1.1 HR Policies Mar 14 Mar 16   

SA4.1.3 Pay & Reward Strategy Mar 16 June 16   

Develop a High Performance 
Workforce 

SA4.2.5 Ops Training & Safer Working 
Practices 

Mar 14 Mar 16    

Performance & Improvement SA4.3.3 Improvement Capability Strategy Jan 15  Mar 16   
 

SA4.3.1.2 Strategic Approach to National Risk 
Reduction 

Mar 16 June 16   

ICT Infrastructure SA 4.4.1  GIS/GAZ Phase 2 Mar 15 Closing   

SA4.4.6 BSC Ph 1 Aug 15 Closing   

SA4.4.6  BSC Ph 2 Mar 14 Closing   

SA4.4.10 Software Licence Management Mar 15 Closing   

SA4.4.11 Data Consolidation Mar 15  Closing   

SA4.4.12 ICT Security Mar 15 Closing   



 

 
 

Remaining Post Programme 

Workstream Project 
No 

Title Original 
Date 

Current 
Date 

Time Resource 

Operations SA 2.1.3  Standard Operating procedure Dec 16 Dec 16   

SA 2.1.5 Operational Intelligence  Dec 15 Mar 18   

SA 2.1.6 Specialist Resources Mar 18 Mar 18   

SA 2.1.8  Watch Duty System Phase 2 Jan 17 Jan 17   

SA2.1.9 Voluntary Rescue Resources Database  Mar 15 Sep 16   

SA2.1.10 Emergency Cover Review  Dec 15 TBC   

Asset Management SA 2.2.1.2  CCF Sept 17 Sept 17   

 SA 2.2.1.3 Vehicle &Equipment workshops Dec 16 Dec 16   

 SA 2.2.1.5 Office Accommodation Sept 17 Sept 17   

 SA 2.2.1.7 Property Disposal Sept 18 Sept 18   

Develop a High Performance 
Workforce 

SA 4.2.2  Leadership & Management framework  Oct 15 Mar 17   

Performance & Improvement SA 4.3.4  Provider of National Statistics Mar 17 Mar 17   

ICT Infrastructure SA 4.4.9 Telephone Rationalisation  Dec 15 Mar 17   

Financial Management SA4.5.1 HR & Payroll System  Dec 15 Mar 16   

SA4.5.2 Finance System Phase 2 Mar 15 TBC   
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The table above sets out the Blueprint components that the SFRS has yet to deliver. They have been listed in chronological order against their planned delivery dates.  

Appendix B Blueprint Component Summary Table 

 Component Due Outstanding projects 

17 The SFRS has clear people policies in place to ensure they continue as an employer of choice. 31/3/16 SA4.1.1 HR Policies  
SA 2.1.12 RDS Consolidation 

18 The SFRS demonstrates a mainstreamed approach to equality and diversity across all levels of the 
organisation, including all functional areas, corporate decision making and planning, service 
delivery, employment practice and in workplace culture. 

31/3/16 Closing 

30 SFRS employees have clear agreed terms and conditions and access to all relevant workforce 
information. 

31/3/16 SA 4.1.3 Pay and Reward Strategy 

35 There is accurate and complete data available to provide a sound evidence base to underpin a 
national integrated risk management plan and all SFRS workings. 

9/6/16 SA 1.1.5 P&P Strategic Assessment 
SA2.1.9 Voluntary Rescue Resource 

Database 
SA 2.1.10 Emergency Cover Review 

SA 4.3.1.2 Strategic Approach to National 
Risk Reduction 

36 Appropriate operational information sharing arrangements are in place with partners.  9/6/16 SA 2.1.9 Voluntary Rescue Database 

37 Development of suitable and sufficient arrangements of the Service’s information requirements.  31/3/17 SA 4.3.3 Improvement Capability Strategy 
SA4.3.4 Provider of National Statistics 

25 Effective learning & development systems are in place, housed in appropriate training facilities to 

allow the modern and efficient training of all members of staff. 

31/3/17 SA 4.2.5 Operational Training & Safe 
Working Practices. 

 SA4.2.2 Revised Leadership, Management 
& Development Framework 

4 Organisational and operational structures have been developed in parallel with the need to support 

appropriate operational deployments within an overall Incident Command structure so that 

functions.  

30/9/17 SA 2.2.1.2 Command & Control Futures 
SA 2.1.8 Watch Duty System 

10 Specialist rescue capability developed on a risk based approach to meet both local and national 

planning assumptions 

31/3/18 SA 2.1.6 Specialist Resources Phase 2 

28 Systems for collecting and sharing relevant SFRS data on functions at national and local level are in 

place. 

31/3/18 SA 2.1.5 Operational Intelligence 
 

23 Suitable premises have been established which provide accommodation for staff at all relevant 

locations, with staff friendly facilities and satisfactory access and egress: 

 Control rooms 

 Fleet workshops 

 Training accommodation 

 Sub-national hub headquarters 

 National Headquarters 

31/3/18 SA 2.2.1.2 Command & Control Futures 
SA 2.2.1.3 Vehicle/Equipment Workshops 

SA 2.2.1.1 Training Accommodation 
SA 2.2.1.5 Office Accommodation 
SA 2.2.1.6 National Headquarters 

SA 2.2.1.7 Property Asset Disposal 


